HULA LOLO

G       B7    E7
When you hear sweet music soft and low
A7
You can swing it right, swing it left swing it all around and do the
HULA LOLO.

G       B7    E7
If a sweet brown maiden croon's "PENEI NO" A7
You can swing it right, swing it left swing it all around and do the
HULA LOLO.

CHORUS:

G       G,E7
When the moon is shinging in Hawaii
A7
You can dance to the strains of
D7
Alekoki Anapau, Lili'u'e
G       E7
If you don't believe, me why you can go where they swing it right swing it left swing it all around and do
A7       D7
the HULA LOLO.

TAG: I know she's crazy aloha nui ka-ko